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We create the world that we perceive, not because there is no reality outside our heads, 
but because we select and edit the reality we see to conform to our beliefs about what 
sort of world we live in.            
                                                             
                                                               Gregory Bateson, Steps to an Ecology of Mind 

 
 
We have it all, of course. We are fighting all the time. And we can’t choose, of course. We’re always part 
of a bigger plan. Now I’m fighting, already. Of course it’s not a plan. Using the word plan suggests that 
somehow we, the players, are being reduced to pawns. That hurts. So we’re fighting the word plan. 
Creating a new word. Frame. From rule book to Real Book. As jazz musicians do. Now we can choose. 
There’s some comfort in the idea. So we can move again. Fuel for the next 200 miles in the cosmic 
hamster wheel. 
 
We don’t have the power. Of course. It all happens on a screen, in a cave, that we are watching. Who is 
projecting it onto the cave walls? Is it Plato’s friends, defending his legacy? Is it a machine invented by 
the Descartes Fanclub as part of the project ‘Reductio ergo sum’? Is it the Connected Networks, giving us 



some relief from the dust and sweat we gather swimming through the desert that defends its true 
identity by denying the power of water? Raising spiritual funds for another 200 miles in the cosmic 
hamster wheel? 
 
I had a talk with Kai Eckhardt. He plays the bass. I play guitar. We jammed together. We still do. Kai is 
chairman of Artists United. I myself do some service as being ‘leader in the international program 
committee’ of Artists United. I hate job titles. They bring me down to a function I could never fulfill. 
We just don’t fit. In itself that’s good news. So let me just say: I’m jamming with Kai. 
 
One of my inspirations is Miles Davis. Many leadership lessons to be learned from him. Miles showed 
people Their way. Many of the younger people he played with turned out to be leaders in their own 
right. John Coltrane, Herbie Hancock, Wayne Shorter, Chick Corea, John McLaughlin, to name a few. 
John McLaughlin. There must be some Miles in John. Kai played with John McLaughlin. There must be 
some Miles and John in Kai. I jammed with Kai. There must be some Miles and John and Kai in me. My 
son Noah jammed with us. This Miles guy still does some traveling. This sounds like good news. It’s 
quite cool to wonder if there is some Miles in the air while running in our cosmic hamster wheels. 
 
 
WILL IT GO ROUND IN CIRCLES ? 
 
But well, this doesn’t mean anything, of course. This story is not the story of Miles, John, Kai   or Rik. It 
is about a cosmic hamster wheel. This very personalizable, yet strangely effective universal metaphor for 
that what we sense when we move without moving. Running around in circles. Billy Preston. (Miles 

wrote a song because he was inspired by Billy. He 
called it: Billy Preston). Billy wrote his own songs. 
Will it go round in circles? Or better: running 
around in one circle. Like a needle of a record player 
being stuck in a groove of a Long Play record. We 
hear Flamenco Sketches, but we replicate the same 
phrase over and over. A rehearsal for what? Is it 
about preparing for the next musical highlight that 
finally proves our value? There must be some reason 
for repeating it. Why can’t we just jam on? Create 
that collective vibe to get from the groove 
(stuckness) to the Groove (unstuckness)? Beyond the 
dynamics of the cosmic hamster wheel ? Beyond the 
Against ? 
 
Cosmic debris. A Frank Zappa song. Frank Zappa. 
This guy who famously said: Your mind is like a 

parachute. It only works when it is open. I tried to play music from Frank Zappa. It’s hard. When he 
released the albums Shut up and play yer guitar, Shut up and play yer guitar some more’, and Return of 
the Son of Shut up and play your guitar, I immediately knew I never ever would forget the titles. The 
guy had a way with words. Whoever calls an album Ship arriving too late to save a drowning witch, 
must have a mind that sometimes works like a parachute. But technically, well, it was kind of hard to 
play for me. For me, it was more like: Play your guitar like this, or shut up.  
 
Then I realized, that if I aspired to balance the technique I needed to express myself with the stories that 
I wanted to express, I could go two ways. I could feel insecure forever about my musicianship by 
focusing on my lack of technique. Or I could change my story. Make it simpler. So I played easier stuff. 
With my great band, the Resistibles. In a tearoom in the Amsterdam Vondelpark. A long jam on a Frank 
Zappa song. Willie the Pimp, from the album Hot Rats. Just one chord, a very cool riff, an astonishingly 
raspy Captain Beefheart impersonation with my astonishingly non-technical vocal chords, and some 
loud electrifying guitar soloing, backed by a drummer (Jeroen, what a great drummer ! ) and a bass 
player (Gerco, what a great bass player ! ) that were never backing me. We were beyond backing. We 



took the lead, all of us, in turns, and let each other And our ever-changing collective And the audience 
And the future of contemporary jazz shine through the cracks.  
 
 
THE HARMONY OF THE SPHERES, REVISITED 
 
Did it work? Did the simple pentatonic scale that I took as a minimal frame for my shrieks and stories 
offer me just enough structure to go hog wild, synergizing with my friends and the audience, and the 
future of contemporary jazz, revitalizing Willie the Pimp onto that juicy level that its creators never 
could have imagined when they, many moons ago, were releasing its vibes into the grooves of some 
funky vinyl? The good news would be: yes, it did. This Rik guy was feeling free. He came to terms with 
the inner polarized notions around stuff like freedom & structure, individual & group, power over & 
power with. Or technique & expression. That would make a nice story, wouldn’t it? A lesson for 
everyone who wants to move from the groove to the Groove. From stuckness to unstuckness. Leap into 
the void, getting what Yves Klein was hitting at, inventing your own version of Blue, jamming hard, 
parachuting yourself out of the cosmic hamster wheel. Entering galaxies that no one has ever gone 
before. Along the way, playing some cosmic debris to pieces with guitar sounds that are way, way 
beyond the electrifying magic of the original version of the Harmony of the Spheres. 
 
Well it didn’t happen. Real life kicked in. I ended up really, really frustrated, after the gig. I felt that I 
was repeating prescripted rock, blues and jazz licks over and over and over. Couldn’t create my own 
story. Utterly frustrating. My then-girlfriend Christa accompanied me home, after the gig. She was 
doing a great job. I myself would have booked a flight to that same bridge where Sonny Rollins 
rehearsed for three years to free himself from the clichés he felt he was replicating, over and over and 
over. As Miles said: Sometimes it takes you a long time to sound like yourself. Sonny returned, with the 
album The Bridge. An album recorded at the other side of the hamster wheel. 
 
COSMOGROOVES 
 
Years later, Kai and Rik were jamming. Together with Rik’s son Noah, and with some great people of a 
project called Safe School. Jamming at the Ingroove Jazz Club. At my great friend Sergej’s Miles Ahead 
Business Jazz joint. Around the jazz table. Playing music. Talking about improvisation, social innovation, 
cosmopolitan communication, exploring sophisticated, systemic ways of creating better social worlds. 
How to get us and our kids out 
of cosmic hamster wheels, 
album grooves or whatever 
metaphors would work to 
address our personal, collective 
and global stucknesses. We had 
a real good time. And we felt 
spirited. Out of the wheel. 
Beyond the against. Not fighting 
‘against the system’. But 
engaging in a Groove - the 
funky, unstuck version of the 
thing - that actually made us 
Feel like we were fighting without being an army. Dis-cussing real-life solutions. Sharing great stories 
about very promising and already running projects all over the world that Really worked. Real-time 
Jams. Safe School. Artists United. Cosmokidz in Norway and Louisiana. Chipps’ son turning the SOAR 
song into a rap that would translate the message to his own context. Flavio’s great work in Brasil. 
Arthur’s upcoming groundbreaking work on Cosmopolitan Communication. Ilene’s and Beth’s great 
book on CMM in the Taos Focus series. The hidden treasures in the work of Gregory Bateson, Stafford 
Beer and Barnett Pearce. The necessity to say Yes to the Mess, following Frank Barrett’s deep and 
insightful work. The stories went on and on. You don’t know these stories and people yet. You will. You 
must. We could easily have added the great work of fellows Adrian and Lukas on collective trauma 



integration and transcendence of polarized narratives. Cosmogrooves. All over the place. The music is all 
around us. All we have to do is listen. (August Rush). Can’t quote this one enough. Never turns into a 
cliché.  
 
 
GENERATE OUR OWN 
 
We have it all, of course. We are fighting all the time. And we can’t choose, of course. We’re always part 
of a bigger plan. Now I’m fighting, already. Of course it’s not a plan. Using the word plan suggests that 
somehow we, the players, are being reduced to pawns. That hurts. So we’re fighting the word plan. 
Creating a new word. Frame. From rule book to Real Book. As jazz musicians do. Now we can choose. 
There’s some comfort in the idea. So we can move again. Fuel for the next 200 miles in the cosmic 
hamster wheel. 

 
 
Or: we could transcend some polarized narratives. Integrate whatever got fragmented by splitting minds 
into ideas into part-time solutions. We don’t have to create problems. They are already here. So let’s jam. 
The cosmic hamster wheel: a cool metaphor. But we can do better than that. Generate our own. Blow 
our minds. Be parachutes on screens in caves. Then, maybe, we could rise above frustration, and feel 
spirited in ways that are Beyond the Against. And yes, from time to time we would have to spend some 
moments on or under some bridge. Doing some mental fitness exercises in cosmic hamster wheels that 
lost their function. Refresh, revitalize and return. Not as the Son of shut up and play yer guitar. But as 
real world space travelers, building infrastructures that offer that amount of framing that is helpful to 
guide the good vibes and  transform transformational change. Billy Preston. Will it go round in circles? 
Will it fly high like a bird up in the sky? Always listen to the second line. Always create the second line. 
We get what we make. We make it in communication. So let’s make it.  Take the music - make it yours - 
then give it to someone. The Jazz Thing. Maybe we can choose. Add some Miles to our Inches. Giant 
step by giant step. 
 



We have it all, of course. Wanna join the jam ? 
 

 
August 12th 2018, Amsterdam, Rik Spann 

proud board member of the CMM Institute for Your and Our Evolution 
and joining the jam of my friend Kai and more  

truly inspirational Artists United, scholars/practioners and hamsters 


